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1) Balance Sheet

  

2) Performance

 

 

As is evident from above, ARM is a buy up until a share price of R134.18.  

Buying beyond this point means that should everything remain constant, we are willing to accept a 

return lower than 8.5% as per our philosophy document. We will proceed to perform a further 

valuation that hopefully proves or at least argues that we can pay more than this amount and still 

expect a return worth our effort. Without a shadow of a doubt this has been my best worst 

investment. What do I mean? For starters when I compiled the financials I added an extra number to 

the current assets that made it appear better than I would’ve accepted. A happy accident on my part 

because the first thing management went on to do was to pay off the liabilities as soon as they fell 

into cash. Oh and did I mention that they declared a record dividend? Happy me ☺. The biggest part 

of the investment that made it less of a risk than what was the case was that I bought it at a very low 

PE ratio. So it means risk adjusted I paid fair value even if unintentionally so. 

Our valuation beyond this point will be to satisfy any other criteria we would want ARM to justify. 

We’re also able to accommodate more risk as should anything go wrong in this company, they are in 

a position to pay off their short liabilities (current liabilities) and We have paid waaaaayyyyy below 

our valuation for this share had it been a good company as we set out to invest in. A further note is 

that ARM is one of the companies that have an annual report that I really envy in terms of how well 

it gives feedback to the shareholder. All elements of the business (as far as I can tell) are present and 

relatively easy to follow. That is by far the least a shareholder can ask for from its stewards. 

As I analyse each company I want you to note how beyond this point I pick and choose what I choose 

to take into account. This is because different companies have different points of interest and I have 

already satisfied myself that the company is safe enough for me. 

All the material above and below is obtained from the Integrated Report which is available on the 

company website under Investor Relations. 

Here goes: 

One of the reasons I enjoy valuing mines is because a mine has sooo many elements to it you can’t 

help but dig in. Literally every page of a mines annual report has elements of academic theory that 

would be represented by just one sentence in the original academic text. A mine is also fascinating 

because everything that it deals with is sooo huge. If it’s not in billions it’s the size of a building. For 

someone who spends most of their time in the financial sector, it’s always interesting to see what a  



R300 million piece of equipment looks like. Exhibit A...

I also chose the picture above because I always find it amazing that a mine arrives in the middle of 

nowhere and sets up shop. Like the picture above could’ve been taken next to a very familiar road in 

Limpopo. I have travelled this road so many times without once ever paying heed to the idea that 

my dividends come from the place right next to me and not some Dividend land. So normally when I 

have to write a report or go through an annual report as daunting as a mines I try to experience it 

more than merely go through the written words. 



I enjoy reading the chairman’s and the CEO’s reports for two very important reasons, 1) I am a 

leader of they organisation and like me they are interested in the overall performance of the 

company as well as the individual business units. 2) The chairman and CEO set the tone for the rest 

of the report. Without their inputs everything is really just numbers and words as you have not 

appreciated where it is the entity is intending to go. 

The chairman starts off by drawing a direct link to where we have been as a company and what we 

have overcome. He puts our performance in context and even allows us to follow the thinking of the 

board as they declared a dividend higher than normal.A record dividend in fact.  

The chairman also notes that it was important for the company to be seen paying a dividend even 

through tough times. In future this gives me an idea that I can also use dividends as a criteria 

through which to evaluate their well being.  

The chairman highlights that the Focus despite the turnaround remains to: 

> maintaining a safe and healthy work environment; (2nd fatality free year in a row 

> restructuring loss-making operations; (Lubambe Sold for $97mill, Nkomati Added R91 mill to 

earnings. expect 2021 to be real year, Modikwa loss at R66 mill reduced by 21%. Continuing to invest 

in profitable parts but under careful surveillance. and ARM Coal Restructuring loan in conjunction 

with Glencore) 

 > improving operational efficiencies and containing unit cost increases; (Trying to get all ARM mines 

to be in the 50 cheapest in the world Diagram below. CEO’s report addresses this) 

 > focussing on the efficient allocation of capital; 

 > improving our financial position; (Debt reduced from R4bn to R1.2bn Happy face) 

> partnering and investing in our employees; (24100 employees with turnover rate at 1.1%) 

> improving our relationship with key stakeholders; and  

> ensuring that we remain responsible stewards of our environmental resources. ( Look At 

sustainability report) 



 

It all seems genreci but is enough for me to hold him accountable to. Also ends very broadly on a 

host of topics including the role of mining in the economy.  

 CEO’s Report

Topic of the report of the report is the 204% increase in headline earnings. A number I am not too 

keen to entertain until I have all the information as it could simply mean we have recovered from a 

low base. The grae piece of news is that the 204% increase came across an improvement of all the 

divisions. A good start. 

ARM Platinum 

ARM Ferrous 

ARM Copper 



ARM Coal 

ARM Gold  

Some operations still very clearly dragging some others so a lot of scope for improvement and value 

unlock.

Displayed above is a diagram representation of the ARM stable with all the percentage holdings.I 

really like they very well diversified enabling me to enjoy the benefit of buying one miner that gives 

me exposure to a diverse set of materials. 

 



Above is an interesting pictorial representation of the mining process as well  as the break down of 

our investments in the platinum and ferrous metals.











The above series of diagrams just to give you a pictorial tour of what the entire ARM stable looks like 

in terms of the geographic locations, the mined minerals as well as the processes that they go 

through until they are the final product. The iron ore, copper and thermal coal processes. 

The biggest relief in the group was the strengthening of the financial position by paying off a 

significant amount of debt which now enables the group to focus on turning around loss making 

operations as well as get all the mines within the 50th percentile of costs. 

 

Above is a pictorial and easy to read representation of the risks faced by the group. These can be 

found under the material matters and managing these continues to unlock stakeholder 

value.Continued cost escalation and labour continue to be the only two that the board cannot fully 

control and that remain the biggest threat to sustainable mining.



Above I just wanted to reflect how the entity creates value for all of us. What constitutes inputs, the 

process as well as the output.



Often I get people that trust financial statements nor representations made by the board of 

directors. The above diagram shows how the board goes about meeting all its objectives through the 

various committees that it would form to carry out many of its functions for which they remain 

accountable for. Very important to note the number of risk committees. 





The above statistics are there to put perspective on where the mine finds itself. Note how Revenue 

EBITDA etc are back to historical levels. I would’ve liked to be in historical territories but I’ll accept 

that if I’m on a norm it just leaves more scope for future growth. 

 

Notice from above hw the owners of the company oy get to have R400 mill of the groups spoils 

despite taking the main risk of doing business. All I can hope is that all stakeholders are happy so 

that we are not constantly taking time off work to manage stakeholder wellness. I definitely could do 

with a higher dividend. 









A further breakdown of who our stakeholders are, how we engage with them and what type of 

matters they raise. A very comprehensive disclosure and always welcome. I like management that 

has the vision to see that the annual report can be a tool that is used to communicate with a wide 

range of stakeholders and also help them converge on each others views and expectations.  



In the end end there is nothing more rewarding than looking at a set of locations like the one above 

and seeing how they come together to support one another and create a company that we can all 

build our livelihoods around. 

 

Have a look at the annual report, tell me if it is now easier to read and what you think of think of the 

company looked at. 


